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autocomplete on it,
and it seems like only
part of the content of
the form field is being
submitted when you
submit the form. For
example, the form

field is only showing
the first character of
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any of the form fields
when I submit. I've
read some jQuery

autocomplete forms
so that you can have

a submit button in the
form or something
that automatically

submits and clears all
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fields when clicked. I
don't have a submit
button in this form
and I don't want to
have one either. I

looked at this
question: jQuery Ajax

autocomplete and
jQuery ui
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autocomplete and
found out that you

can specify what field
to submit with. I tried

this, but it didn't
seem to work. I don't
know where to put

this in, since there's
no information about
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this here: So, how can
I make sure that all
the form fields are
submitted to the

server when I click
the form submit

button? Or if this isn't
possible, how can I
prevent the form
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fields from
disappearing after I
submit the form? A:
The field which is

posted is, by default,
"autocomplete-input".
If you add the fields to

your own custom
form-fieldset with an
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id, you will be able to
access them via $("#

custom-form-
fieldset").children()

Alternatively, you can
add the autocomplete
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